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Abstract 

The article describes the analysis of psychological risk of youth involvement in criminal 

activity. The relevance of this research is related to the crudity of the subject in psychology and 

interdisciplinary sciences. The purpose of this research is the analysis of the sociological and 

psychological basis of risk of modern youth involvement in a crime. Research methods: interview, 

analysis of documentary sources, method of an expert assessment. On the basis of the conducted 

empirical research the main kinds of risks of involvement of young people in crimes of economic 

orientation, connected with social and psychological, individual and psychological and age 

characteristics of young people, are outlined. Novelty of the research: main social psychological 

factors, related to the risk of involvement of young people in criminal activity, are defined.  

Key words: involvement in criminal activity, risks of involvement, youth age, crime, 

criminal group. 
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The modern Russian society is defined by researchers as anomic [1]. Social 

tension dominates in it [2; 3]. Scientists allocate the following factors of 

criminalization of the youth environment in the anomic society: a) sociocultural crisis 

of processes of socialization, caused by a transitive condition of the society and 

public processes involved; b) disintegration of social communications and 

mechanisms of reproduction of interpublic relations, including legal and cultural ones 

[4]. 

The factor of social tension bears in itself the risks of emergence of extreme 

and criminogenic situations [5] and the increase in number of committed crimes, 

including economic orientation. 

Statistical data shows a high level of economic crime in our country at present. 

Thus, only during 2018 were committed 109463 crimes of economic orientation. 

However, in comparison with 2017 the number of crimes of economic orientation 

revealed by law enforcement agencies increased by 4.8%. [6]. The loss that crime 

brings to the state is enormous: according to the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the 

Russian Federation for 2013 in our country the damage from crimes amounted to 

563,1 billion rubles, that is 37,8% more than a similar index of 2017 [7].  

In the conditions of social tension in the anomic Russian society the elements 

of spiritual crisis, tolerance of criminal behavior grow [8, 9]. So, M. S. Zhilkina notes 

that some types of white-collar crime, for example insurance, is not perceived by 

society as something socially dangerous that indirectly promotes the growth of this 

type of criminal behavior [10]. 

In public consciousness of many Russians the idea of money is considered as a 

main value, and benefit and self-interest - as the most important incentives of human 

behavior. 

In the modern conditions a young man interferes with indeterminacy in respect 

of prospects of realization of individual plans and career [11]. Now it is easy for 

youth to lose social orienting points, to be involved in the area of potential dominance 
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of illegal asocial practice. The increase of level of economic crime in the youth 

environment is a consequence of this situation.  

Researchers consider economic crime in the youth environment not only as the 

influence of situational and impulsive forms of activity, but also as the character of 

existing social and economic conditions [12; 13]. 

One of the most criminalized and dynamically criminalizing categories of the 

population is the youth at the age of 18-29 [14]. Meanwhile it is a very important 

period in human life in respect of prospects of his further life. 

Psychological characteristics of the youth age determine favorable conditions 

for young people, more often than people of average and late maturity, to build 

steady deviant formations focused on committing a lot of crimes. They perceive these 

offences as a style of behavior [15]. 

In the modern society the risk of involvement of a young man in criminal 

activity is possible not only and not so much in connection with his individual and 

psychological characteristics, but also with those social (asocial) practice in which a 

young man is involved. It is a question, including such area of social practice as 

professional activity of a person, his work. 

The greatest concern is caused by the growth of such kind of crimes for profit 

as fraud. S. Albrecht, J. Vents and T. Williams on the basis of the analysis of external 

and internal factors of this type of a crime distinguish a so-called "fraud triangle". It 

includes the following parameters: 1) pressure of financial circumstances; 2) 

opportunity to make and hide a fraud action; 3) ability to justify this action [16]. 

Even more often a fraud is done within performance of professional activity by 

a worker in the organization (firm, company, office). Such crimes are called 

corporate. 

Risks of involvement of a person in corporate crime are related to two types of 

factors: a) a corporation is involved in criminal activity; b) a worker on his initiative 

uses company resources for illegal enrichment.  
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In the first case the content of an organization activity provides conditions and 

opportunities for involvement of a person in a crime. In the second case a worker 

does harm to a company by secretly performing illegal operations. 

Let's consider the risks of involvement in corporate crime when a person gets 

into a criminal organization (corporation). In the previous study (on the basis of 

selection of parameters: "legitimacy – lack of legitimacy", "existence of corrupted 

communications – lack of corrupted communications") we outlined social 

psychological types of the modern criminal groups [17].  

One of the kinds of such groups is an openly operating criminal organization, 

legitimate, legal in a form (firm or organization) and criminal in its contents (purpose 

– criminal enrichment). Criminal authorities manage it. The group works "under 

cover", its interests, as a rule, are actively lobbied "from above". Thus, its activity is 

effective: corrupted officials and high-ranking security officers give it every possible 

help, support and protection. As a rule, groups are built for the purpose of imitation 

of commercial activity (pseudo-business). 

Such criminal group relies on specific norms of a criminal asocial subculture. 

Meanwhile, elements of organizational culture are introduced in this subculture.  

 The result is a mixture of a criminal asocial subculture and organizational 

culture, the emphasis in which is placed on the external (imitation of external signs of 

legitimate official social group).  

Gradually, but quickly enough (during weeks and months) there is an internal 

integration of group members: they know how to behave and interact with each other. 

A peculiar feeling of organizational identity is formed. Such groups differ in high 

adaptability in the social and cultural environment. The consequence of internal 

acceptance of their subculture and organizational culture is a change in a personality 

of employees included in this organization through gradual inner integration to 

identification with a criminal group. 

We examined the risks of involvement of young people in corporate crime. 

Methods: interview method, analysis of documentary sources, method of an expert 
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assessment. On the basis of the conducted empirical research the main kinds of risks 

of involvement of young people in crimes of economic orientation, bound to social 

and psychological, individual and psychological and age characteristics of young 

people were defined. 

Social and psychological risks of involvement of a young man in fraud within 

the functioning of a legitimate, legal in a form and criminal in its contents, criminal 

group are associated with noncritical acceptance of the asocial criminal norms, 

dominating in this group, a person’s mindset on the raise of social and material status 

and financial wellbeing at any cost. 

Individual and psychological risks of involvement of a young man in fraud are 

connected with such features of a person as trustfulness, need for self-affirmation and 

self-realization, self-interest. 

Age characteristics are presented by a factor of a failure in social and life 

experience of a young man. 

Let's consider risks of involvement in criminal activity in the situation when a 

worker on his initiative uses company resources for illegal enrichment [18]. This type 

of involvement is intimately related to a number of frustrators and motivations: a) 

pressure of a financial frustrator (difficult financial position) and motivation 

dominance "desire to help himself"; b) frustrating pressure of factors, related to 

working conditions and desire to help himself; c) pressure of social factors, and 

desire to help himself; d) pressure of circumstances of financial character and 

motivation to help his relatives; e) pressure of circumstances, bound to work 

(organizational production factor) and desire to help his close people; e) pressure of 

social factors (a family, relatives) and desire to help them; g) pressure from 

organizational production factors; h) pressure of factors of the social plan (pressure of 

relatives, friends) [18]. 

 Thus, involvement of a young man in criminal activity within a corporation is 

determined by the speed of his inclusion into a criminal subculture by personal 

individual, psychological and age characteristics. Risks of commission a crime by a 
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young man in the commercial organization for the purpose of illegal enrichment 

depend on the specifics of a frustrator, affecting a person, and characteristics of 

motivations used by him. 
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